Abstract-In this paper, we propose a nonconvex online Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm (LASVM-NC) based on the Ramp Loss, which has the strong ability of suppressing the influence of outliers. Then, again in the online learning setting, we propose an outlier filtering mechanism (LASVM-I) based on approximating nonconvex behavior in convex optimization. These two algorithms are built upon another novel SVM algorithm (LASVM-G) that is capable of generating accurate intermediate models in its iterative steps by leveraging the duality gap. We present experimental results that demonstrate the merit of our frameworks in achieving significant robustness to outliers in noisy data classification where mislabeled training instances are in abundance. Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approaches yield a more scalable online SVM algorithm with sparser models and less computational running time, both in the training and recognition phases, without sacrificing generalization performance. We also point out the relation between nonconvex optimization and min-margin active learning.
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INTRODUCTION
I N supervised learning systems, the generalization performance of classification algorithms is known to be greatly improved with large margin training. Large margin classifiers find the maximal margin hyperplane that separates the training data in the appropriately chosen kernel-induced feature space. It is well established that if a large margin is obtained, the separating hyperplane is likely to have a small misclassification rate during recognition (or prediction) [1] , [2] , [3] . However, requiring that all instances be correctly classified with the specified margin often leads to overfitting, especially when the data set is noisy. Support Vector Machines [4] address this problem by using a soft margin criterion, which allows some examples to appear on the wrong side of the hyperplane (i.e., misclassified examples) in the training phase to achieve higher generalization accuracy. With the soft margin criterion, patterns are allowed to be misclassified for a certain cost, and consequently, the outliers-the instances that are misclassified outside of the margin-start to play a dominant role in determining the decision hyperplane,since they tend to have the largest margin loss according to the Hinge Loss. Nonetheless, due to its convex property and practicality, Hinge Loss has become a commonly used loss function in SVMs.
Convexity is viewed as a virtue in the machine learning literature both from a theoretical and experimental point of view. Convex methods can be easily analyzed mathematically and bounds can be produced. Additionally, convex solutions are guaranteed to reach global optima and are not sensitive to initial conditions. The popularity of convexity further increased after the success of convex algorithms, particularly with SVMs, which yield good generalization performance and have strong theoretical foundations. However, in convex SVM solvers, all misclassified examples become support vectors, which may limit the scalability of the algorithm to learning from large-scale data sets. In this paper, we show that nonconvexity can be very effective for achieving sparse and scalable solutions, particularly when the data consist of abundant label noise. We present herein experimental results that show how a nonconvex loss function, Ramp Loss, can be integrated into an online SVM algorithm in order to suppress the influence of misclassified examples.
Various works in the history of machine learning research focused on using nonconvex loss functions as an alternate to convex Hinge Loss in large margin classifiers. While Mason et al. [5] and Krause and Singer [6] applied it to Boosting, Perez-Cruz et al. [7] and Xu and Cramer [8] proposed training algorithms for SVMs with the Ramp Loss and solved the nonconvex optimization by utilizing semidefinite programming and convex relaxation techniques. On the other hand, some previous works of Liu et al. [9] and Wang et al. [10] used the Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP) [11] for nonconvex optimization as the work presented here. Those studies are worthwhile in the endeavor of achieving sparse models or competitive generalization performance; nevertheless, none of them are efficient in terms of computational running time and scalability for real-world data mining applications, and yet the improvement in classification accuracy is only marginal. Collobert et al. [12] pointed out the scalability advantages of nonconvex approaches and used CCCP for nonconvex optimization in order to achieve faster batch SVMs and Transductive SVMs. In this paper, we focus on bringing the scalability advantages of nonconvexity to the online learning setting by using an online SVM algorithm, LASVM [13] . We also highlight and discuss the connection between the nonconvex loss and traditional minmargin active learners.
Online learning offers significant computational advantages over batch learning algorithms and the benefits of online learning become more evident when dealing with streaming or very large-scale data. Online learners incorporate the information of recently observed training data into the model via incremental model updates and without the need for retraining it with previously seen entire training data. Since these learners process the data one at a time in the training phase, selective sampling can be applied and evaluation of the informativeness of the data prior to the processing by the learner becomes possible. The computational benefits of avoiding periodic batch optimizations, however, necessitate the online learner fulfilling two critical requirements, namely, the intermediate models need to be well enough trained in order to capture the characteristics of the training data, but, on the other hand, should not be overoptimized since only part of the entire training data is seen at that point in time. In this paper, we present an online SVM algorithm, LASVM-G, that maintains a balance between these conditions by leveraging the duality gap between the primal and dual functions throughout the online optimization steps. Based on the online training scheme of LASVM-G, we then present LASVM-NC, an online SVM algorithm with nonconvex loss function, which yields a significant speed improvement in training and builds a sparser model, hence resulting in faster recognition than its convex version as well. Finally, we propose an SVM algorithm (LASVM-I) that utilizes the selective sampling heuristic by ignoring the instances that lie in the flat region of the Ramp Loss in advance, before they are processed by the learner. Although this approach may appear like an overaggressive training sample elimination process, we point out that these instances do not play a large role in determining the decision hyperplane according to the Ramp Loss anyway. We show that for a particular case of sample elimination scenario, misclassified instances according to the most recent model are not taken into account in the training process. For another case, only the instances in the margin pass the barrier of elimination and are processed in the training, hence leading to an extreme case of small pool active learning framework [14] in online SVMs. The proposed nonconvex implementation and selective sample ignoring policy yields sparser models with fewer support vectors and faster training with less computational time and kernel computations, which overall leads to a more scalable online SVM algorithm. The benefits of the proposed methods are fully realized for kernel SVMs and their advantages become more pronounced in noisy data classification, where mislabeled samples are in abundance.
In the next section, we present a background on Support Vector Machines. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the online SVM solver, LASVM [13] . We then present the proposed online SVM algorithms, LASVM-G, LASVM-NC, and LASVM-I. The paper continues with the experimental analysis presented in Section 8, followed by concluding remarks.
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Support Vector Machines [4] are well known for their strong theoretical foundations, generalization performance, and ability to handle high-dimensional data. In the binary classification setting, let ððx 1 ; y 1 Þ Á Á Á ðx n ; y n ÞÞ be the training data set where x i are the feature vectors representing the instances and y i 2 fÀ1; þ1g are the labels of those instances. Using the training set, SVM builds an optimum hyperplanea linear discriminant in a higher dimensional feature space-that separates the two classes by the largest margin. The SVM solution is obtained by minimizing the following primal objective function:
with 8i
& where w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, b is the offset, y i are the labels, ÈðÁÞ is the mapping from input space to feature space, and i are the slack variables that permit the nonseparable case by allowing misclassification of training instances. In practice, the convex quadratic programming (QP) problem in (1) is solved by optimizing the dual cost function:
subject to
where Kðx i ; x j Þ ¼ hÈðx i Þ; Èðx j Þi is the kernel matrix representing the dot products Èðx i Þ Á Èðx j Þ in feature space. We adopt a slight deviation of the coefficients i from the standard representation and let them inherit the signs of the labels y i , permitting the i to take on negative values. After solving the QP problem, the norm of the hyperplane w w can be represented as a linear combination of the vectors in the training set
Once a model is trained, a soft margin SVM classifies a pattern x according to the sign of a decision function, which can be represented as a kernel expansion
where the sign ofŷðxÞ represents the predicted classification of x. A widely popular methodology for solving the SVM QP problem is Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [15] . SMO works by making successive direction searches, which involves finding a pair of instances that violate the KKT conditions and taking an optimization step along that feasible direction. The coefficients of these instances are modified by opposite amounts, so SMO makes sure that the constraint P i i ¼ 0 is not violated. Practical implementations of SMO select working sets based on finding a pair of instances that violate the KKT conditions more than -precision, also known as -violating pairs [13] :
ði; jÞ is a -violating pair ()
where g denotes the gradient of an instance and is a small positive threshold. The algorithm terminates when all KKT violations are below the desired precision.
The effect of the bias term. Note that the equality constraint on the sum of i in (3) appears in the SVM formulation only when we allow the offset (bias) term b to be nonzero. While there is a single "optimal" b, different SVM implementations may choose separate ways of adjusting the offset. For instance, it is sometimes beneficial to change b in order to adjust the number of false positives and false negatives [2, page 203] , or even disallow the bias term completely (i.e., b ¼ 0) [16] for computational simplicity. In SVM implementations that disallow the offset term, the constraint P i i ¼ 0 is removed from the SVM problem. The online algorithms proposed in this paper also adopt the strategy of setting b ¼ 0. This strategy gives the algorithms the flexibility to update a single i at a time at each optimization step, bringing computational simplicity and efficiency to the solution of the SVM problem without adversely affecting the classification accuracy.
LASVM
LASVM [13] is an efficient online SVM solver that uses less memory resources and trains significantly faster than other state-of-the-art SVM solvers while yielding competitive misclassification rates after a single pass over the training examples. LASVM realizes these benefits due to its novel optimization steps that have been inspired by SMO. LASVM applies the same pairwise optimization principle to online learning by defining two direction search operations. The first operation, PROCESS, attempts to insert a new example into the set of current support vectors (SVs) by searching for an existing SV that forms a -violating pair with maximal gradient. Once such an SV is found, LASVM performs a direction search that can potentially change the coefficient of the new example and make it a support vector. The second operation, REPROCESS, attempts to reduce the current number of SVs by finding two SVs that are -violating SVs with maximal gradient. A direction search can zero the coefficient of one or both SVs, removing them from the set of current support vectors of the model. In short, PROCESS adds new instances to the working set and REPROCESS removes the ones that the learner does not benefit from anymore. In the online iterations, LASVM For further computational efficiency, the algorithms that we present in the rest of the paper use the SVM formulation with b ¼ 0. As we pointed out in Section 2, the bias term b acts as a hyperparameter that can be used to adjust the number of false positives and false negatives for varying settings of b, or to achieve algorithmic efficiency due to computational simplicity when b ¼ 0. In the rest of the paper, all formulations are based on setting the bias b ¼ 0 and thus optimizing a single at a time.
Leveraging the Duality Gap
One question regarding the optimization scheme in the original LASVM formulation is the rate at which to perform REPROCESS operations. A straightforward approach would be to perform one REPROCESS operation after each PROCESS step, which is the default behavior of LASVM. However, this heuristic approach may result in underoptimization of the objective function in the intermediate steps if this rate is smaller than the optimal proportion. Another option would be to run REPROCESS until a small predefined threshold " exceeds the L 1 norm of the projection of the gradient ð@GðÞ=@ i Þ, but little work has been done to determine the correct value of the threshold ". A geometrical argument relates this norm to the position of the support vectors relative to the margins [17] . As a consequence, one usually chooses a relatively small threshold, typically in the range 10 À4 -10 À2 . Using such a small threshold to determine the rate of REPROCESS operations results in many REPROCESS steps after each PROCESS operation. This will not only increase the training time and computational complexity, but can potentially overoptimize the objective function at each iteration. Since nonconvex iterations work toward suppressing some training instances (outliers), the intermediate learned models should be well enough trained in order to capture the characteristics of the training data, but, on the other hand, should not be overoptimized since only part of the entire training data is seen at that point in time. Therefore, it is necessary to employ a criteria to determine an accurate rate of REPROCESS operations after each PROCESS. We define this policy as the minimization of the gap between the primal and the dual [2] .
Optimization of the duality gap. From the formulations of the primal and dual functions in (1) and (2), respectively, it can be shown that the optimal values of the primal and dual are same [18] . Furthermore, at any nonoptimal point, the primal function is guaranteed to lie above the dual curve. In formal terms, let and be solutions of problems (1) and (2), respectively. The strong duality asserts that for any feasible and ,
GðÞ GðÞ ¼ JðÞ JðÞ with
That is, at any time during the optimization, the value of the primal JðÁÞ is higher than the dual GðÁÞ. Using the equality w ¼ P l l Èðx l Þ and b ¼ 0, we show that this holds as follows:
where C À l y l ! 0 is satisfied by the constraint of the dual function in (3). Then, the SVM solution is obtained when one reaches " ; " such that
The strong duality in (6) then guarantees that Jð " Þ < JðÞ þ ". Few solvers implement this criterion since it requires the additional calculation of the gap JðÞ À GðÞ. In this paper, we advocate using criterion (7) using a threshold value " that grows sublinearly with the number of examples. Letting " grow makes the optimization coarser when the number of examples increases. As a consequence, the asymptotic complexity of optimizations in online setting can be smaller than that of the exact optimization.
Most SVM solvers use the dual formulation of the QP problem. However, increasing the dual does not necessarily reduce the duality gap. The dual function follows a nice monotonically increasing pattern at each optimization step, whereas the primal shows significant up and down fluctuations. In order to keep the size of the duality gap in check, before each PROCESS operation, we compute the standard deviation of the primal, which we call the Gap TargetĜ G:
where l is the number of support vectors and h i ¼ Cy i g i with C and g i denoting the misclassification penalty and the gradient of instance i, respectively. After computing the gap target, we run a PROCESS step and check the new Gap G between the primal and the dual. After an easy derivation, the gap is computed as
Note that, as we have indicated earlier, the bias term b is set to zero in all of the formulations. In the online iterations, we cycle between running REPROCESS and computing the gap G until the termination criteria G maxðC;Ĝ GÞ is reached. That is, we require the duality gap after the REPROCESS operations to be not greater than the initial gap targetĜ G. The C parameter is part of the equation in order to prevent the algorithm from specifying a too narrow gap target and therefore prevent making excessive number of optimization steps. The heuristic upper bound on the gap is developed based on the oscillating characteristics of the primal function during the optimization steps and these oscillations are related to the successive choice of examples to REPROCESS. Viewing these oscillations as noise, the gap target enables us to stop the REPROCESS operations when the difference is within the noise. After this point, the learner continues with computing the new Gap Target and running PROCESS and REPROCESS operation on the next fresh instance from the unseen example pool.
Building Blocks
The implementation of LASVM-G maintains the following pieces of information as its key building blocks: the coefficients i of the current kernel expansion S, the bounds for each , and the partial derivatives of the instances in the expansion, given as
The kernel expansion here maintains all of the training instances in the learner's active set, both the support vectors and the instances with ¼ 0.
In the online iterations of LASVM-G, the optimization is driven by two kinds of direction searches. The first operation, PROCESS, inserts an instance into the kernel expansion and initializes the i and gradient g i of this instance (Step 1). After computing the step size (Step 2), it performs a direction search (Step 3). We set the offset term for kernel expansion b to zero for computational simplicity. As discussed in the SVM section regarding the offset term, disallowing b removes the necessity of satisfying the constraint P i2S i ¼ 0, enabling the algorithm to update a single at a time, both in PROCESS and REPROCESS operations.
LASVM-G PROCESS
The second operation, REPROCESS, searches all of the instances in the kernel expansion and selects the instance with the maximal gradient (Steps 1-3). Once an instance is selected, LASVM-G computes a step size (Step 4) and performs a direction search (Step 5). 2) Bail out if ði; jÞ is not a -violating pair.
LASVM-G REPROCESS()
Both PROCESS and REPROCESS operate on the instances in the kernel expansion, but neither of them remove any instances from it. A removal step is necessary for improved efficiency because, as the learner evolves, the instances that were admitted to the kernel expansion in earlier iterations as support vectors may not serve as support vectors anymore. Keeping such instances in the kernel expansion slows down the optimization steps without serving much benefit to the learner and increases the application's requirement for computational resources. A straightforward approach to address this inefficiency would be to remove all of the instances with i ¼ 0, namely, all nonsupport vectors in the kernel expansion. One concern with this approach is that once an instance is removed, it will not be seen by the learner again, and thus it will no longer be eligible to become a support vector in the later stages of training. It is important to find a balance between maintaining the efficiency of a small-sized kernel expansion and not aggressively removing instances from the kernel expansion. Therefore, the cleaning policy needs to preserve the instances that can potentially become SVs at a later stage of training while removing instances that have the lowest possibility of becoming SVs in the future.
Our cleaning procedure periodically checks the number of non-SVs in the kernel expansion. If the number of non-SVs n is more than the number of instances that is permitted in the expansion m by the algorithm, CLEAN selects the extra non-SV instances with the highest gradients for removal. It follows from (10) that this heuristic predominantly selects the most misclassified instances that are farther away from the hyperplane for deletion from the kernel expansion. This policy suppresses the influence of the outliers on the model to yield sparse and scalable SVM solutions.
CLEAN
n: number of non-SVs in the kernel expansion. m: maximum number of allowed non-SVs. v: Array of partial derivatives.
We want to point out that it is immaterial to distinguish whether an instance has not been an SV for many iterations or it has just become a non-SV. In either case, these examples do not currently contribute to the classifier and are treated equally from a cleaning point of view.
Note that these algorithmic components are geared toward designing and online SVM solver with nonlinear kernels. Even though it is possible to apply these principles to linear SVMs as well, the algorithmic aspects for linear SVMs will be different. For instance, for linear SVMs, it is possible to store the normal vector w of the hyperplane directly instead of manipulating the support vector expansions. In this regard, the focus of the paper is more about kernel SVMs.
Online Iterations in LASVM-G
LASVM-G exhibits the same learning principle as LASVM, but in a more systematic way. Both algorithms make one pass (epoch) over the training set. Empirical evidence suggests that a single epoch over the entire training set yields a classifier as good as the SVM solution.
Upon initialization, LASVM-G alternates between PRO-CESS and REPROCESS steps during the epoch like LASVM, but distributes LASVM's one time FINISHING step to the optimizations performed in each REPROCESS cycle at each iteration and the periodic CLEAN operations. Another important property of LASVM-G is that it leverages the gap between the primal and the dual functions to determine the number of REPROCESS steps after each PROCESS (the -G suffix emphasizes this distinction). Reducing the duality gap too fast can cause overoptimization in early stages without yet observing sufficient training data. Conversely, reducing the gap too slowly can result in underoptimization in the intermediate iterations. Fig. 1 shows that as the learner sees more training examples, the duality gap gets smaller. The major enhancements that are introduced to LASVM enable LASVM-G to achieve higher prediction accuracies than LASVM in the intermediate stages of training. Fig. 2 presents a comparative analysis of LASVM-G versus LASVM for the Adult data set ( Table 2) . Results on other data sets are provided in Section 8.
While both algorithms report the same generalization performance in the end of training, LASVM-G reaches a better classification accuracy at an earlier point in training than LASVM and is able to maintain its performance relatively stable with a more reliable model over the course of training. Furthermore, LASVM-G maintains fewer number of support vectors in the intermediate training steps, as evidenced in Fig. 2b .
Pick an example x i Compute Gap TargetĜ G T hreshold maxðC;Ĝ GÞ Run PROCESS(x i ) while Gap G > T hreshold Run REPROCESS end Periodically run CLEAN In the next sections, we further introduce three SVM algorithms that are implemented based on LASVM-G, namely, LASVM-NC, LASVM-I, and FULL SVM. While these SVM algorithms share the main building blocks of LASVM-G, each algorithm exhibits a distinct learning principle. LASVM-NC uses the LASVM-G methodology in a nonconvex learner setting. LASVM-I is a learning scheme that we propose as a convex variant of LASVM-NC that employs selective sampling. FULL SVM does not take advantage of the nonconvexity or the efficiency of the CLEAN operation, and acts as a traditional online SVM solver in our experimental evaluation.
NONCONVEX ONLINE SVM SOLVER-LASVM-NC
In this section, we present LASVM-NC, a nonconvex online SVM solver that achieves sparser SVM solutions in less time than online convex SVMs and batch SVM solvers. We first introduce the nonconvex Ramp Loss function and discuss how nonconvexity can overcome the scalability problems of convex SVM solvers. We then present the methodology to optimize the nonconvex objective function, followed by the description of the online iterations of LASVM-NC.
Ramp Loss
Traditional convex SVM solvers rely on the Hinge Loss H 1 (as shown in Fig. 3b ) to solve the QP problem, which can be represented in Primal form as On the other hand, for the training examples with ðz < 1Þ, H 0 1 ðzÞ is 1, so they cost a penalty term at the rate of misclassification of those instances. One problem with Hinge Loss-based optimization is that it imposes no limit on the influences of the outliers, that is, the misclassification penalty is unbounded. Furthermore, in Hinge Lossbased optimization, all misclassified training instances become support vectors. Consequently, the number of support vectors scales linearly with the number of training examples [19] . Specifically,
where B È is the best possible error achievable linearly in the feature space ÈðÁÞ. Such a fast pace of growth of the number of support vectors becomes prohibitive for training SVMs in large-scale data sets.
In practice, not all misclassified training examples are necessarily informative to the learner. For instance, in noisy data sets, many instances with label noise become support vectors due to misclassification, even though they are not informative about the correct classification of new instances in recognition. Thus, it is reasonable to limit the influence of which allows us to control the score window for z at which we are willing to convert instances into support vectors.
Replacing H 1 ðzÞ with R s ðzÞ in (12), we see that the Ramp Loss suppresses the influence of the instances with score z < s by not converting them into support vectors. However, since Ramp Loss is nonconvex, it prohibits us from using widely popular optimization schemes devised for convex functions. While convexity has many advantages and nice mathematical properties, the SV scaling property in (13) may be prohibitive for large-scale learning because all misclassified examples become support vectors. Since the nonconvex solvers are not necessarily bounded by this constraint, nonconvexity has the potential to generate sparser solutions [12] . In this work, our aim is to achieve the best of both worlds: generate a reliable and robust SVM solution that is faster and sparser than traditional convex optimizers. This can be achieved by employing the CCCP, and thus reducing the complexity of nonconvex loss function by transforming the problem into a difference of convex parts. The Ramp Loss is amenable to CCCP optimization since it can be decomposed into a difference of convex parts (as shown in Fig. 3 and (14) ). The cost function J s ð Þ for the Ramp Loss can then be represented as the sum of a convex part J vex ð t Þ and a concave part J cav ð t Þ :
For simplification purposes, we use the notation
where C is the misclassification penalty and f ðx l Þ is the kernel expansion defined as in (5) 
Collobert et al. [12] use a similar formulation for the CCCPbased nonconvex optimization of batch SVMs, but there are fundamental differences between optimization of batch SVMs and the online algorithms presented here. In particular, the batch SVM needs a convex initialization step prior to nonconvex iterations to go over the entire or part of the training data in order to initialize the CCCP parameters to avoid getting stuck in a poor local optima. Furthermore, batch nonconvex SVMs alternate between solving (17) and updating the s of all training instances. On the other hand, LASVM-NC runs a few online convex iterations as the initialization stage, and adjusts the of only the new fresh instance based on the current model and solves (17) while the online algorithm is progressing. Additionally, due to the nature of online learning, our learning scheme also permits selective sampling, which will be further discussed in the LASVM-I section. We would also like to point out that if the s of all of the training instances are initialized to zero and left unchanged in the online iterations, the algorithm becomes traditional Hinge Loss SVM. From another viewpoint, if s ( 0, then the s will remain zero and the effect of Ramp Loss will not be realized. Therefore, (17) can be viewed as a generic algorithm that can act as both Hinge Loss SVM and Ramp Loss SVM with CCCP that enables nonconvex optimization.
Online Iterations in LASVM-NC
The online iterations in LASVM-NC are similar to LASVM-G in the sense that they are also based on alternating PROCESS and REPROCESS steps, with the distinction of replacing the Hinge Loss with the Ramp Loss. LASVM-NC extends the LASVM-G algorithm with the computation of the , followed by updating the bounds A and B as shown in (17) . Note that while the do not explicitly appear in the PROCESS and REPROCESS algorithm blocks, they do, in fact, affect these optimization steps through the new definition of the bounds A and B.
When a new example x i is encountered, LASVM-NC first computes the i for this instance as presented in the algorithm block, where y i is the class label, f ðx i Þ is the decision score for x i , and s is the score threshold for permitting instances to become support vectors.
We would like to point out that CCCP has convergence guarantees (c.f. [12] ), but it is necessary to initialize the CCCP algorithm appropriately in order to avoid getting trapped in poor local optima. In batch SVMs, this corresponds to running classical SVM on the entire set or on a subset of training instances in the first iteration to initialize CCCP, followed by the nonconvex optimization in the subsequent iterations. In the online setting, we initially allow convex optimization for the first few instances by setting their i ¼ 0 (i.e., use Hinge Loss), and then switch to nonconvex behavior in the remainder of online iterations.
Note from (17) that the bounds for instances with ¼ 0 follow the formulation for the traditional convex 
LASVM AND IGNORING INSTANCES-LASVM-I
This SVM algorithm employs the Ramp function in Fig. 3a as a filter to the learner prior to the PROCESS step. That is, once the learner is presented with a new instance, it first checks if the instance is on the ramp region of the function ð1 > y i P j j K ij > sÞ. The instances that are outside of the ramp region are not eligible to participate in the optimization steps and they are immediately discarded without further action. The rationale is that the instances that lie on the flat regions of the Ramp function will have derivative H 0 ðzÞ ¼ 0, and based on (12), these instances will not play role in determining the decision hyperplane w w.
The LASVM-I algorithm is based on the following record keeping that we conducted when running LASVM-G experiments. In LASVM-G and LASVM-NC, we kept track of two important data points. First, we intentionally permitted every new coming training instance into the kernel expansion in online iterations and recorded the position of all instances on the Ramp Loss curve just before inserting the instances into the expansion. Second, we kept track of the number of instances that were removed from the expansion which were on the flat region of the Ramp Loss curve when they were admitted. The numeric breakdown is presented in Table 1 . Based on the distribution of these cleaned instances, it is evident that most of the cleaned examples that were initially admitted from (z > 1) region were removed from the kernel expansion with CLEAN at a later point in time. This is expected, since the instances with (z > 1) are already correctly classified by the current model with a certain confidence, and hence do not become SVs.
On the other hand, Table 1 shows that almost all of the instances inserted from the left flat region (misclassified examples due to z < s) became SVs in LASVM-G, and therefore were never removed from the kernel expansion. In contrast, almost all of the training instances that were admitted from the left flat region in LASVM-NC were removed from the kernel expansion, leading to a much larger reduction of the number of support vectors overall.
Intuitively, the examples that are misclassified by a wide margin should not become support vectors. Ideally, the support vectors should be the instances that are within the margin of the hyperplane. As studies on Active Learning show [14] , [20] , the most informative instances to determine the hyperplane lie within the margin. Thus, LASVM-I ignores the instances that are misclassified by a margin (z < s) up front and prevents them from becoming support vectors.
Pick an example
Skip x i and bail out else Compute Gap TargetĜ G T hreshold maxðC;Ĝ GÞ Run PROCESS(x i ) while Gap G > T hreshold Run REPROCESS end Periodically run CLEAN Note that LASVM-I cannot be regarded as a nonconvex SVM solver since the instances with ¼ C (which corresponds to z < s) are already being filtered out up front before the optimization steps. Consequently, all of the instances visible to the optimization steps have ¼ 0, which converts the objective function in (17) into the convex Hinge Loss from an optimization standpoint. Thus, combining these two filtering criteria (z > 1 and z < s), LASVM-I trades nonconvexity with a filtering Ramp function to determine whether to ignore an instance or proceed with optimization steps. Our goal with designing LASVM-I is that, based on this initial filtering step, it is possible to achieve further speedups in training times while maintaining competitive generalization performance. The experimental results validate this claim.
LASVM-G WITHOUT CLEAN-FULL SVM
This algorithm serves as a baseline case for comparisons in our experimental evaluation. The learning principle of FULL SVM is based on alternating between LASVM-G's PROCESS and REPROCESS steps throughout the training iterations.
FULL SVM
1) Initialization: Set 0 (8)) and takes a PROCESS step. Then, it makes optimizations of the REPROCESS kind until the size of the duality gap comes down to the Gap Threshold. In this learning scheme, FULL SVM admits every new training example into the kernel expansion without any removal step (i.e., no CLEAN operation). This behavior mimics the behavior of traditional SVM solvers by providing that the learner has constant access to all training instances that it has seen during training and can make any of them a support vector any time if necessary. The SMO-like optimization in the online iterations of FULL SVM enables it to converge to the batch SVM solution.
Each PROCESS operation introduces a new instance to the learner, updates its coefficient, and optimizes the objective function. This is followed by potentially multiple REPROCESS steps which exploit -violating pairs in the kernel expansion. Within each pair, REPROCESS selects the instance with maximal gradient, and potentially can zero the coefficient of the selected instance. After sufficient iterations, as soon as a -approximate solution is reached, the algorithm stops updating the coefficients. For full convergence to the batch SVM solution, running FULL SVM usually consists of performing a number of epochs where each epoch performs n online iterations by sequentially visiting the randomly shuffled training examples. Empirical evidence suggests that a single epoch yields a classifier almost as good as the SVM solution. For the theoretical explanation of the convergence properties of the online iterations, refer to [13] .
The freedom to maintain and access the whole pool of seen examples during training in FULL SVM does come with a price though. The kernel expansion needs to constantly grow as new training instances are introduced to the learner, and it needs to hold all non-SVs in addition to the SVs of the current model. Furthermore, the learner still needs to include those non-SVs in the optimization steps and this additional processing becomes a significant drag on the training time of the learner.
EXPERIMENTS
The experimental evaluation involves evaluating these outlined SVM algorithms on various data sets in terms of both their classification performances and algorithmic efficiencies leading to scalability. We also compare these algorithms against the reported metrics of LASVM and LIBSVM on the same data sets. In the experiments presented below, we run a single epoch over the training examples, all experiments use RBF kernels and the results averaged over 10 runs for each data set. Table 2 presents the characteristics of the data sets and the SVM parameters that were determined via 10-fold cross validation. Adult is a hard to classify census data set to predict if the income of the person is greater than 50K based on several census parameters, such as age, education, marital status, etc. Mnist, USPS, and USPS-N are optical character recognition data sets. USPS-N contains artificial noise which we generated by changing the labels of 10 percent of the training examples in the USPS data set. The Reuters-21578 is a popular text mining benchmark data set of 21,578 news stories that appeared on the Reuters newswire in 1987, and we test the algorithms with the Money-fx category of the Reuters-21578 data set. The Banana data set is a synthetic two-dimensional data set that has 4,000 patterns consisting of two banana-shaped clusters that have around 10 percent noise.
Generalization Performances
One of the metrics that we used in the evaluation of the generalization performances is Precision-Recall Breakeven Point (PRBEP) (see, e.g., [21] ). Given the definition of precision as the number of correct positive class predictions among all positive class predictions and recall as the number of correct positive class predictions among all positive class instances, PRBEP is a widely used metric that measures the accuracy of the positive class where precision equals recall. In particular, PRBEP measures the trade-off between high precision and high recall. Fig. 4 shows the growth of PRBEP curves sampled over the course of training for the data sets. Compared to the baseline case FULL SVM, all algorithms are able to maintain competitive generalization performances at the end of training on all examples and show a more homogeneous growth compared to LASVM, especially for the Adult and Banana data sets. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3 , LASVM-NC and LASVM-I actually yield higher classification accuracy for USPS-N compared to FULL SVM. This can be attributed to their ability to filter bad observations (i.e., noise) from training data. In noisy data sets, most of the noisy instances are misclassified and become support vectors in FULL SVM, LASVM-G, and LASVM due to Hinge Loss. This increase in the number of support vectors (see Fig. 6 ) causes SVM to learn complex classification boundaries that can overfit to noise, which can adversely affect their generalization performances. LASVM-NC and LASVM-I are less sensitive to noise, and they learn simpler models that are able to yield better generalization performances under noisy conditions.
For the evaluation of classification performances, we report three other metrics, namely, prediction accuracy (in Table 3 ), and AUC, and g-means (in Table 4 ). Prediction accuracy measures a model's ability to correctly predict the class labels of unseen observations. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a numerical measure of a model's discrimination performance and shows how correctly the model separates the positive and negative observations and ranks them. The Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is the plot of sensitivity versus 1 À specificity and the AUC represents the area below the ROC curve. g-means is the geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity where sensitivity and specificity represent the accuracy on positive and negative instances, respectively. We report that all algorithms presented in this paper yield as good results for these performance metrics as FULL SVM and comparable classification accuracy to LASVM and LIBSVM. Furthermore, LASVM-NC yields the highest g-means for the Adult, Reuters, and USPS-N data sets compared to the rest of the algorithms.
We study the impact of the s parameter on the generalization performances of LASVM-NC and LASVM-I, and present our findings in Fig. 5 . Since FULL SVM, LASVM-G, LASVM, and LIBSVM do not use Ramp Loss, they are represented with their testing errors and total number of support vectors achieved in the end of training. These plots depict that LASVM-NC and LASVM-I algorithms achieve competitive generalization performance with much fewer support vectors, especially for Adult, Banana, and USPS-N data sets. In all data sets, increasing the value of s into the positive territory actually has the effect of preventing correctly classified instances that are within the margin from becoming SVs. This becomes detrimental to the generalization performance of LASVM-NC and LASVM-I since those instances are among the most informative instances to the learner. Likewise, moving s further down to the negative territory diminishes the effect of the Ramp Loss on the outliers. If s ! À1, then R s ! H 1 ; in other words, if s takes large negative values, the Ramp Loss will not help to remove outliers from the SVM kernel expansion. It is important to note that at the point s ¼ À1, the Ramploss-based algorithms LASVM-NC and LASVM-I behave as an Active Learning [20] , [22] framework. Active Learning is widely known as a querying technique for selecting the most informative instances from a pool of unlabeled instances to acquire their labels. Even in cases where the labels for all training instances are available beforehand, active learning can still be leveraged to select the most informative instances from training sets. In SVMs, the informativeness of an instance is synonymous with its distance to the hyperplane and the instances closer to the hyperplane are the most informative. For this reason, traditional min-margin active learners focus on the instances that are within the margin of the hyperplane and pick an example from this region to process next by searching the entire training set. However, such an exhaustive search is impossible in the online setup and computationally expensive in the offline setup. Ertekin et al. [14] suggest that querying for the most informative example does not need to be done from the entire training set, but instead, querying from randomly picked small pools can work equally well in a more efficient way. Small pool active learning first samples M random training examples from the entire training set and selects the best one among those M examples based on the condition that the selected instance among the top percent closest instances in the entire training set with probability (1 À ), where 0 1. With probability 1 À M , the value of the criterion for this example exceeds the -quantile of the criterion for all training examples regardless of the size of the training set. In practice, this means that the best example among 59 random training examples has a 95 percent chance of belonging to the best 5 percent of examples in the training set.
In the extreme case of small pool active learning, setting the size of the pool to 1 corresponds to investigating whether that instance is within the margin or not. In this regard, setting s ¼ À1 for the Ramp Loss in LASVM-NC and LASVM-I constrains the learner's focus only on the instances within the margin. Empirical evidence suggests that LASVM-NC and LASVM-I algorithms exhibit the benefits of active learning at s ¼ À1 point, which yields the best results in most of our experiments. However, the exact setting for the s hyperparameter should be determined by the requirements of the classification task and the characteristics of the data set.
Computational Efficiency
A significant time-consuming operation of SVMs is the computation of kernel products Kði; jÞ ¼ Èðx i Þ Á Èðx j Þ. For each new example, its kernel product with every instance in the kernel expansion needs to be computed. By reducing the number of kernel computations, it is possible to achieve significant computational efficiency improvements over traditional SVM solvers. In Fig. 7 , we report the number of kernel calculations performed over the course of training iterations. FULL SVM suffers from uncontrolled growth of the kernel expansion, which results in a steep increase in the number of kernel products. This also shows why SVMs cannot handle large-scale data sets efficiently. In comparison, LASVM-G requires fewer kernel products than FULL SVM since LASVM-G keeps the number of instances in the kernel expansion under control by periodically removing uninformative instances through CLEAN operations.
LASVM-NC and LASVM-I yield significant reduction in the number of kernel computations and their benefit is most pronounced in the noisy data sets Adult, Banana, and USPS-N. LASVM-I achieves better reduction of kernel computations than LASVM-NC. This is due to the aggressive filtering done in LASVM-I where no kernel computation is performed for the instances on the flat regions of the Ramp Loss. On the other hand, LASVM-NC admits the instances that lie on the left flat region into the kernel expansion but achieves sparsity through the nonconvex optimization steps. The values of those admitted instances are set to C in LASVM-NC so that they have new bounds. Resulting from the new bounds, these instances are more likely to be picked in the REPROCESS steps due to violating KKT conditions, and consequently removed from the set of support vectors. The reason for the low number of kernel products in LASVM-NC is due to its ability to create sparser models than other three algorithms. A comparison of the growth of the number of support vectors during the course of training is shown in Fig. 6 . LASVM-NC and LASVM-I end up with smaller number of support vectors than FULL SVM, LASVM-G, and LIBSVM. Furthermore, compared to LASVM-I, LASVM-NC builds noticeably sparser models with less support vectors in noisy Adult, Banana, and USPS-N data sets. LASVM-I, on the other hand, makes fewer kernel calculations in training stage than LASVM-NC for those data sets. This is a key distinction of these two algorithms: The computational efficiency of LASVM-NC is the result of its ability to build sparse models. Conversely, LASVM-I creates comparably more support vectors than LASVM-NC, but makes fewer kernel calculations due to early filtering. The overall training times for all data sets and all algorithms are presented both in Fig. 8 and Table 3 . LASVM-G, LASVM-NC, and LASVM-I are all significantly more efficient than FULL SVM. LASVM-NC and LASVM-I also yield faster training than LIBSVM and LASVM. Note that the LIBSVM algorithm here uses a second order active set selection. Although second order selection can also be applied to LASVM-like algorithms to achieve improved speed and accuracy [23] , we did not implement it in the algorithms discussed in this paper. Nevertheless, in Fig. 8 , the fastest training times belong to LASVM-I where LASVM-NC comes close second. The sparsest solutions are achieved by LASVM-NC and this time LASVM-I comes close second. These two algorithms represent a compromise between training time versus sparsity and recognition time, and the appropriate algorithm should be chosen based on the requirements of the classification task.
CONCLUSION
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